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(57 ABSTRACT 

A current sense amplifier includes first and second cur 
rent mirrors cross-coupled to collectors of first and 
second transistors having a common base connection to 
a bias voltage circuit. First and second load devices are 
connected to the collectors of the first and second tran 
sistors, the emitters of which are connected to control 
transistors of the second and first current mirrors, re 
spectively. The control transistors also receive first and 
second input currents, respectively. The collectors of 
the first and second transistors are connected to output 
terminals of the current sense amplifier. 

13 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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CURRENT SENSE AMPLIFIER WITH LOW, 
NONLINEAR NPUT IMPEDANCE AND HIGH 

DEGREE OF SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION 
LINEARTY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
A wide variety of isolation amplifiers and other isola 

tion circuits are widely used in which input circuitry on 
one side of an isolation barrier such as an isolation trans 
former, optical coupler, or pair of isolation capacitors 
have essentially no DC coupling to terminals of output 
circuitry coupled to the other side of the isolation bar 
rier. Such circuits find widespread use in medical moni 
toring equipment and various other applications, includ 
ing remote temperature sensing industrial process con 
trol circuits, in which it is essential that transient volt 
age disturbances (especially common mode transient 
voltage disturbances) on one side of the isolation barrier 
do not produce corresponding transient voltage disturb 
ances in the output circuitry. Such transient voltage 
disturbances typically are produced by DC-to-DC con 
verter circuits or power supply circuits utilized to inde 
pendently provide decoupled power supply voltages to 
the input circuitry and output circuitry. Transient volt 
age disturbances also can be produced by line voltage 
transients coupled through isolation transformer wind 
ing capacitances from the input to the outputside of the 
isolation barrier. In some equipment, such as medical 
monitoring equipment, transient voltage disturbances 
produced from sources such as electro-surgery units 
may have slew rates of up to 10,000 volts per microsec 
ond. Such instruments may produce radio frequency 
energy of up to 1000 volts RMS at a frequency of one 
megahertz. In some of the present assignee's recently 
introduced isolation amplifiers which utilize a pair of 1 
picofarad capacitors as an isolation barrier, peak com 
mon mode transient currents of 10 milliamperes may 
flow through the 1 picofarad isolation capacitors and 
into the inputs of the sense amplifier stage of the output 
circuitry. Not only should the circuitry reliably conduct 
these currents, but it should also continue to communi 
cate accurate signal information (for example, informa 
tion representing an electrocardiogram waveform). 
Some prior sense amplifier circuits are capable of 

operating in the presence of fairly large common mode 
transient input voltages that increase by as much as 1000 
volts per microsecond. 
There is a need for an improved current sense ampli 

fier capable of achieving highly linear performance 
despite the presence of large, rapidly changing common 
mode input currents. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to pro 
vide an improved current sense amplifier which pro 
vides a high degree of linearity despite the presence of 
large common mode input current signals. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a 
current sense amplifier having high linearity, good com 
mon mode rejection, and the ability to absorb large 
common mode input currents without damage. 

Briefly described, and in accordance with one em 
bodiment thereof, the invention provides a current 
sense amplifier including first, second, third, and fourth 
transistors. The collectors of the first and second tran 
sistors are connected to first and second output termi 
nals, respectively, of the current sense amplifier. First 
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2 
and second load resistors are coupled between a supply 
voltage conductor and first and second output termi 
nals, respectively, of the current sense amplifier. The 
emitter of the first transistor is connected to a control 
input of a first current mirror having an output con 
nected to the second output terminal. The control input 
of the first current mirror also is connected to a first 
input terminal of the current sense amplifier. The third 
transistor functions as an output transistor of the first 
current mirror, and has its collector connected to the 
second output terminal and its base connected to the 
first input terminal. The emitter of the second transistor 
is connected to a control input of a second current 
mirror. The fourth transistor functions as an output 
transistor of the second current mirror and has its col 
lector connected to the first output terminal. The fourth 
transistor has its base connected to the second input 
terminal. First and second diode-connected transistors 
function as control transistors of the first and second 
current mirrors, respectively. The described current 
sense amplifier provides linear amplification in its differ 
ential amplification mode and provides a fairly good 
common mode rejection ratio, especially for low com 
mon mode input currents. The circuit also provides low 
input impedance and high bandwidth. In an alternate 
embodiment of the invention, the transistors are field 
effect transistors rather than bipolar transistors. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a small signal equivalent circuit representa 

tion of an input stage of the circuit of FIG. 1 and is 
helpful in understanding the operation of the circuit of 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment 

similar to that of FIG. 1 except that field effect transis 
tors are used instead f bipolar transistors. 
FIGS. 4A and 4B are timing diagrams illustrating 

waveforms that are useful in explaining the operation of 
the circuit of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 5 is a graph of common mode rejection ratio of 

the circuit of FIG. 1 versus the ratio of AIIN to Io. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, the current sense amplifier 1 
includes an input conductor 2 connected to the anode of 
a diode 12, the base of NPN transistor 10, and the emit 
ter of NPN transistor 14. Diode 12 is a diode connected 
NPN transistor. The cathode of diode 12 is connected 
to ground. The emitter of transistor 10 is connected to 
ground, and its collector is connected by conductor 4 to 
the collector of NPN transistor 15 and to one terminal 
of a resistor 23, the other terminal of which is connected 
to VCC. 
The base of transistor 14 is connected by conductor 

16 to the base of transistor 15 and to one terminal of a 
current source 19, the other terminal of which is con 
nected to VCC. Conductor 16 also is connected to the 
anode of diode 17, the cathode of which is connected to 
the anode of diode 18. The cathode of diode 18 is con 
nected to ground. 
The collector of transistor 14 is connected by con 

ductor 5 to one terminal of resistor 22, the other termi 
nal of which is connected to VCC. Conductor 5 also is 
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connected to the collector of NPN transistor 11, the 
emitter of which is connected to ground. 
The emitter of transistor 15 is connected to input 

conductor 3. Input conductor 3 also is connected to the 
base of transistor 11 and to the anode of diode 13, the 
cathode of which is connected to ground. Diode 13 is a 
diode-connected NPN transistor, as are diodes 17 and 
18. 

Typically, input terminals 2 and 3 will be connected 
to one terminal of each of isolation capacitors 25 and 26, 
respectively. The other terminal of capacitor 25 is con 
nected to conductor 27. Another terminal of isolation 
capacitor 26 is connected to terminal 28. A current 
AIIN1 flows through isolation barrier capacitor 25 into 
input conductor 2. Similarly, AIIN2 flows from terminal 
28 through isolation barrier capacitor 3 into input con 
ductor 3. 

If the current sense amplifier 1 is used in an isolation 
amplifier, common mode voltages on conductors 27 and 
28 may increase or decrease by as much as ten kilovolts 
or more per microsecond. If this occurs, common mode 
values of AIIN and AIIN2 as high as ten milliamperes 
may occur for the duration of the common mode tran 
sient voltage. 
The operation of the current sense amplifier of FIG. 

1 has been simulated on a computer. It has been found to 
provide highly linear small signal performance in re 
sponse to differential input signals (equal to the differ 
ence between AIIN and AIIN2), even during large com 
mon mode input currents of up to ten milliamperes, and 
also providing a good level of common mode rejection, 
all while operating on a "single rail' power supply 
voltage of VCC equal to +5 volts. 
To understand the operation of the current sense 

amplifier of FIG. 1, it will be helpful to consider the 
"small signal' or AC operation first. To understand the 
small signal operation, assume that the common mode 
input current in conductors 2 and 3 is zero. AIIN1 is split 
between diode 12 and transistor 14. The base current of 
transistor 10 is negligibly small. For convenience, it will 
be assumed that a one milliampere current Io flows 
through constant current source 19 and diodes 17 and 
18. Then the impedence at node 16 is approximately 52 
ohms, since the forward resistance of each of diodes 17 
and 18 is (kT)/qIo, which is 26 ohms. For convenience, 
it also will be assumed that the current flowing through 
transistor 14 and diode 12 is 0.5 milliamperes, so that the 
emitter resistance of transistor 14 is 52 ohms and the 
resistance of diode 12 is 52 ohms. It will be assumed that 
resistors 22 and 23 each have a resistance of 300 ohms. 
Also assume that 0.5 milliamperes flows through tran 
sistor 15 and diode 13. 
To understand how the incremental current AIIN1 is 

split, it would be helpful to refer to the AC equivalent 
circuit of FIG. 2, wherein current source 31 represents 
AIIN1. Resistor 14A designates the emitter resistance re. 
of transistor 14 and resistor 12A designates the forward 
resistance of diode 12A. Since each of these resistances 
is 52 ohms, it can be seen that the incremental current 
AIIN1 is split equally into the emitter of transistor 14 and 
the anode of diode 12. (The base current of transistor 10 
is negligible.) 
Assuming that the emitter areas of diode 12 and tran 

sistor 10 are equal, diode 12 functions as a current mir 
ror control transistor, and transistor 10 functions as a 
current mirror output transistor. Similarly, diode 13 
functions as a control transistor of another current mir 
ror and transistor 11 functions as the output transistor of 
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4. 
that current mirror. If the emitter areas of transistors 10, 
11, 14, and 15 and the emitter areas of diode-connected 
transistors 12 and 13 all are equal, then it can be as 
sumed that the input current AIIN1 decreases I by one 
half of the input current AIIN1 and increases the current 
ID1 by one half of AIIN1. This produces a corresponding 
increase of AIIN1/2 in I3. 

For a differential input current, AIIN2 is of the same 
amplitude but opposite polarity of AIIN1. Since transis 
tor 11 and diode 13 also act as a current mirror, the 
current AIIN2 flowing out of the anode of diode 13 
results in a decrease in I4 equal to one half of AIIN2, and 
an increase of one half of AIIN2 in I2. The increase in I3 
plus the increase in I2 causes a decrease in the voltage 
V2 on conductor 4. The decrease of I1 and I4 causes an 
increase in V1. The cross-coupled current mirror tran 
sistors 10 and 11 result in the linear transfer function for 
differential operation. 
The following analysis of the operation of the circuit 

of FIG. 1 for differential input currents shows that the 
bias voltage Voon conductor 16 applied to the bases of 
transistors 14 and 15 is given by the equation 

(1) 
Vo = 2 Vid ; h Ic 0 = l IS , W ere a = - 

Equation (1) simply represents the sum of the voltage 
drops across diodes 17 and 18. The same voltage Vo 
appears across the base-emitter junction of transistor 14 
and diode 12, as indicated by equation 

a. It 
V0 = via IS ria 

In equation (2), the first term represents the base to 
emitter voltage of transistor 14 and the second term 
represents the forward voltage drop across diode 12. 

Equating the right-hand sides of equations (1) and (2) 
produces 

# - via = Vrlin s 
O 

2Viln IS 

Squaring the argument of the left-hand sided equation 
(3) and equating it to the argument of the right-hand 
side thereof and collecting like terms results in the equa 
tion 

(2) 
a(I1 + AIIN) 

IS 

2 (3) 
aI (Il -- AIIN) 

Is? 

The quadratic equation solution of equation (4) leads 
to the equation 

-AIN -- a. - 4Io 
2 

(5) 

I 

As explained above, transistor 10 acts as the output 
transistor of a current mirror having the sum of I1 and 
IIN as the control current. Therefore, the current I3 is 
given by the equation 

13 = a(I+ AIIN1). (6) 
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Substituting equation (5) for I1 leads to the equation 

C. (i. -- Alin + 4Io ) 
2 

(6.1) 

3 

Since the circuit of FIG. 1 is completely symmetrical, 
the equation for I2 is the same as for I except that AIIN2 
is substituted for AILN1. This leads to the equation 

(7) 

-AILN2 -- Alina + 4Io 

Again, by symmetry, the equation for I4 is the same as 
for 13, except that AIIN2 is substituted for AIIN1, result 
ing in the equation 

(i. -- AN2 + 4Io ) 
2 

(8) 

The voltage V1 is simply Vcc minus R multiplied by 
the sum of the current flowing through the collector of 
transistor 14 and I4. Since the collector current of tran 
sistor 14 is I, the expression for V is given by the 
equation 

Similarly, the expression for V2 is the same as for V1 
except that I2 is substituted for I and I3 is substituted for 
I4, leading to the equation 

V2=VcC-(al?--I3)R. (10) 

The differential gain of the circuit in FIG. 1 is defined 
by the equation 

(11) 

Substituting equations (9) and (10) into (11) leads to 
the equation 

R(a12 - a -- I3 - I4) (12) 
RDIFF = - as a -. 

Then, substituting equation (5) for I1, and equation (7) 
for 12, equation (6.1) for I3, and equation (8) for I4 leads 
to the equation 

RDIFF=aR. (13) 

FIG. 4A shows the waveforms of VIN1, VIN2, AIIN1, 
AIIN2, Il, I2, I3, I4, V1, and V2 for the circuit of FIG. 1. 
In FIG. 4A, a differential input voltage VIN1 minus 
VIN2 is produced by the illustrated VIN and VIN2 
waveforms, producing a six volt differential pulse be 
tween terminals 27 and 28. The resulting current pulses 
flowing through isolation capacitors 25 and 26 are 
shown by the AIIN and AIIN2 waveforms, wherein each 
rising edge of VIN1 or VIN2 produces a 0.5 milliampere 
pulse six nanoseconds in duration and each negative 
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6 
edge of VIN1 or VIN2 produces a negative 0.5 milliam 
pere pulse of six nanoseconds duration. 
The I1 waveform shows a negative current pulse 40 

extending down to a level of 0.3 milliamperes from a 
intermediate level 41 of 0.5 milliamperes. The second 
AIIN pulse 43 produces a positive going current pulse 
42, and the I1 waveform goes from 0.5 milliamperes to 
0.8 milliamperes. The difference in amplitudes of pulses 
40 and 42 is due to the nonlinear properties of transistors 
10 and 14 and diode-connected transistor 12. 

Similarly, the I2 waveform in FIG. 4A shows a posi 
tive going current pulse 44 produced in response to the 
current pulse 45 of the AIIN2 waveform. Current pulse 
44 is greater in amplitude than the negative going pulse 
46 produced in response to the AIIN2 current pulse 47. 
The resulting waveforms for 13 and I4 include pulses 

that are opposite but not equal. Pulse 48 of I3 goes from 
0.5 milliamperes to 0.8 milliamperes and pulse 49 goes 
from 0.5 milliamperes down to 0.3 milliamperes. Cur 
rent pulse 50 of 14 goes from 0.5 milliamperes down to 
0.3 milliamperes and pulse 5i rises up to 0.8 milliam 
peres. Pulse 52 of V1 rises from VCC minus 1 volt to 
Vcc minus 0.6 volts (where VCC is equal to -5.0 volts 
and R is equal to 1000 ohms). Pulse 53 of V1 goes from 
VCC minus 1.0 volts down to VCC minus 1.6 volts. Pulse 
54 of V2 goes from VCC minus 1.0 volts down to VCC 
minus 1.6 volts, and pulse 55 goes from VCC minus 1.0 
volts up to VCC minus 0.6 volts. 
The differential output voltage is V1 minus V2, and is 

equal to +1.0 volts for pulses 52 and 54 and is equal to 
-1.0 volts for pulses 53 and 55. Thus, the differential 
output voltage pulses are equal and opposite despite the 
fact that the various internal currents are not equal and 
opposite. 
FIG. 4B shows waveforms for the same voltages and 

currents as FIG. 4A, except that the differential 3 volt 
signals for VIN and VIN2 in FIG. 4A are shown super 
imposed on a common mode transient input voltage 
having a rise time of 500 volts per microsecond. More 
specifically, in FIG. 4B the 3 volt VIN1 pulse 60 is super 
imposed on the rising common mode 500 volt per mi 
crosecond transient voltage 62, and the minus 3 volt 
VIN2 pulse 61 also is superimposed on the transient 
common mode input voltage 62. The AIIN and AIIN2 
waveforms are similar to those in FIG. 4A, except the 
current pulses AIIN and AIIN2 both are superimposed 
on a 0.5 milliampere level designated by reference nu 
meral 63. 
The resulting negative I1 pulse goes from 0.3 milliam 

peres to 0.2 milliamperes and the positive I1 pulse goes 
from 0.3 milliamperes to 0.5 milliamperes. The I1 pulses 
are lower in amplitude for FIG. 4B than for FIG. 4A 
because the common mode current of 0.5 milliamperes 
decreases the input impedance re of the current sense 
amplifier which reduces the I pulses in FIG. 4B com 
pared to FIG. 4A. Similarly, the positive 12 pulse goes 
from 0.3 milliamperes to 0.5 milliamperes and the nega 
tive I2 pulse goes from 0.3 milliamperes to 0.2 milliam 
peres. The upper, intermediate, and lower values of the 
I3 waveform are 1.2, 0.8 and 0.5 milliamperes, respec 
tively. The upper, intermediate, and lower values of the 
I4 waveform are the same. The V1 and V2 waveforms 
are shifted downward 0.1 volts from the levels shown in 
FIG. 4A, but the differential output voltage V1 minus 
V2 is identical for FIGS. 4A and 4B, despite the fact 
that in FIG. 4B the differential input voltages are super 
imposed on the 500 volt per microsecond rising com 
mon mode transient voltage 62. 
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Thus, the gain for small signal operation of current 
sense amplifier 1 is equal to a R if resistors 22 and 23 
each have a resistance of R. This linearity is rather 
surprising, considering the very nonlinear nature of 
resistors 12 and 13. 
To better understand the internal operation of current 

sense amplifier 1 in response to a large common mode 
current in input conductors 2 and 3, assume that a large 
value of AIIN and an equal value of AIIN2 each equal to 
AIN(common mode) flows in conductors 2 and 3. Since 
the circuit is symmetrical with respect to the input con 
ductors 2 and 3, V1 and V2 both will change in the same 
direction and by the same magnitude. As long as the 
circuit is designed so that the common mode input cur 
rent AIIN(common mode) does not drive any of the 
transistors into their saturation regions, the equivalent 
circuit of FIG. 2 accurately represents the circuit of 
transistors 12 and 14, and a similar circuit represents 
transistor 15 and diode 13. V1 tends to increase by a 
certain amount, but not nearly by the product of the 
AIIN(common mode) and R1, since the forward resis 
tance of diode 12 is inversely proportional to AIIN(com 
mon mode). 
The common mode gain of the circuit of FIG. 1 is 

defined by the equation 

VCC - 20R - V1 (14) 
RCOM MODE = AIIN(common mode) 

where AIIN(common mode)=IIN1=IIN2. 
In this case, since the circuitry is completely symmet 

rical in FIG. 1, V1 and V2 both have equal values, so it 
is necessary only to set up equation (14) with reference 
to one of the output voltages, for example V1. The 
numerator of equation (14) represents the difference 
between 1) the value of V1 when IIN1 and AIIN2 are 
equal to 0 and 2) the value of V1 when IIN1 and AIIN2 
are both equal to AIIN(common mode). Substituting 
equation (9) for V1 leads to the equation 

-20R -- a IR -- IAR 
AIN(common mode) 

(15) RCOM MODE = 

Substituting equations (5) and (8) for I and 14, respec 
tively, leads to the equation 

-20R -- a Alivi + 4 lo 
AIIN(common mode) 

(16) 

RCOM MODE = 

where AIIN1= AIIN2= AIIN(common mode). 
The common mode rejection ratio can be defined by 

the equation 

COMMODE 

FIG. 4B shows the waveforms of FIG. 4A for com 
mon mode inputs to the current sense amplifier of FIG. 
1. 
By inserting different values of AIIN as a percentage 

of Io into equation (17), it can be seen that CMRR has 
high values, exceeding 40 for AIIN(common mode) of 
less than 0.10. 
FIG. 5 shows the simulated CMRR (common mode 

rejection ratio) for the circuit of FIG. 1 as a function of 
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8 
the ratio between AIIN and Io. The CMRR is seen to be 
quite high for low common mode input currents. 

It is thought to be quite surprising that the circuit of 
FIG. 1 has both linear differential voltage-to-current 
gain and also has substantial common mode rejection. 
The differential gain of the circuit of FIG. 1 can be 

adjusted either by altering the value of the resistance R 
or by adjusting the emitter area ratios of the various 
transistors and diode coupled transistors. For example, 
using emitter areas for diodes 12 and 13 that are twice 
the emitter areas of transistors 10 and 11 results in an 
overall circuit gain of R/2. In this case, the quiescent 
current through transistors 10 and 11 is Io/2, so that 
transient common mode input currents cause less distur 
bance to bias conductor 16, which has a low 52 ohm 
impedance to ground. 
The above described current sense amplifier has an 

input impedance equal to that of a forward-biased base 
emitter junction. The impedance decreases as the ampli 
tude of the common mode current increases, either 
when the common mode current is flowing into the 
input terminals 2 and 3 or when it is flowing out of the 
input terminals 2 and 3. If the common mode current is 
flowing into terminals 2 and 3, the impedance of diodes 

. 12 and 13 decreases, since the current through those 
diodes is increasing. If the common mode current is 
flowing out of terminals 2 and 3, the current through 
the emitter-base junction of transistors 14 and 15 in 
creases, reducing the emitter impedances of those tran 
sistors. 
Another advantage of the circuit o FIG. 1 is that 

stray capacitance at the input conductors 2 and 3 does 
not shunt away the current signal, because the capaci 
tive impedence is large compared to the low parallel 
emitter resistance of transistor 14 and forward resis 
tance of diode 12. The bandwidth is expected to be 
approximately that of a (i.e. greater than 10 megahertz) 
for small values of R. For larger values of R, the band 
width will be limited by the pole formed by R and the 
capacitance at the output nodes. 

It should be noted that the foregoing analysis for 
common mode input currents and differential input 
currents applies equally well to DC currents as to the 
incremental currents AIIN1 and AIIN2 described above. 
In some applications the isolation barrier capacitors 25 
and 26 can be replaced by resistors, optical couplers, or 
any other current carrying components. 
While the invention has been described with refer 

ence to a particular embodiment thereof, those skilled in 
the art will be able to make various modifications to the 
described embodiments without departing from the true 
spirit and scope of the invention. For example, the NPN 
transistors 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 18 of FIG. 1 
could be replaced by MOS field effect transistors, as 
shown in FIG.3, and the above described operation and 
benefits would be achieved. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A current sense amplifier having first and second 

input terminals and first and second output terminals, 
comprising in combination: 

(a) a bias voltage circuit for producing a bias voltage; 
(b) a first transistor having a base connected to re 

ceive the bias voltage, a collector coupled to the 
first output terminal, and an emitter coupled to the 
first input terminal; 

(c) a second transistor having a base connected to 
receive the bias voltage, a collector coupled to the 
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second output terminal, and an emitter coupled to 
the second input terminal; 

(d) first and second load devices coupled to the col 
lectors of the first and second transistors, respec 
tively; 

(e) a first current mirror having a control terminal for 
receiving a first input current from the first input 
terminal and an output terminal coupled to the 
second output terminal; 

(f) a second current mirror having a control terminal 
for receiving a second input current from the sec 
ond input terminal and an output terminal coupled 
to the first output terminal. 

2. The current sense amplifier of claim 1 wherein the 
first and second transistors are bipolar transistors, and 
wherein the first current mirror includes a control tran 
sistor coupled between the first input terminal and a 
first reference voltage conductor and an output transis 
tor having a base electrode connected to the first input 
terminal, an emitter connected to the first reference 
voltage conductor, and a collector coupled to the sec 
ond output terminal, and wherein the second current 
mirror includes a control transistor coupled to the sec 
ond input terminal and an output transistor having an 
emitter coupled to the first reference voltage conduc 
tor, a base connected to the second input terminal, and 
a collector coupled to the first output terminal. 

3. The current sense amplifier of claim 2 wherein the 
bias voltage circuit includes a current source connected 
to a first terminal, a first diode having its anode con 
nected to the first terminal and a cathode connected to 
the anode of a second diode the second diode having a 
cathode connected to the first reference voltage con 
ductor. 

4. The current sense amplifier of claim 3 wherein the 
first and second load devices include resistors coupled 
between a second voltage reference conductor and the 
first and second output terminals, respectively. 

5. The current sense amplifier of claim 4 including 
first and second capacitors connected in series with the 
first and second input terminals, respectively. 

6. The current sense amplifier of claim 3 including 
first and second isolation capacitors connected to the 
first and second input terminals, respectively, the first 
and second input currents being incremental currents 
flowing through the first and second isolation capaci 
tors, respectively. 

7. The current sense amplifier of claim 6 wherein the 
first and second isolation capacitors each have a capaci 
tance of approximately 1 picofarad. 

8. The current sense amplifier of claim 3 wherein the 
first and second transistors are NPN transistors and the 
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10 
output transistors of the first and second current mirrors 
are NPN transistors. 

9. The current sense amplifier of claim 8 wherein the 
first and second diodes are diode-connected NPN tran 
sistors and the control transistors of the first and second 
current mirrors are NPN transistors. 

10. A current sense amplifier comprising in combina 
tion: 

(a) first and second transistors; 
(b) first and second current mirror circuits having 

output conductors cross-coupled to collectors of 
the first and second transistors, respectively; 

(c) means for applying a bias voltage to bases of the 
first and second transistors; 

(d) first and second load devices connected to the 
collectors of the first and second transistors, re 
spectively; 

(e) means for coupling emitters of the first and second 
transistors to control inputs of the second and first 
current mirror circuits, respectively. 

11. A method of obtaining low input impedance, high 
differential gain linearity, and a common mode rejec 
tion ratio greater than one, comprising the steps of: 

(a) applying a bias voltage to bases of first and second 
transistors; 

(b) forcing first and second input currents into con 
trol inputs of first and second current mirror cir 
cuits, there being a difference in values of the first 
and second input currents; 

(c) conducting first and second currents from emit 
ters of the first and second transistors into the con 
trol inputs of the first and second current mirrors, 
respectively; 

(d) producing third and fourth currents in outputs of 
the first and second current mirror circuits, respec 
tively; 

(e) conducting the first current and the fourth current 
through a first load device to produce a first output 
voltage, and conducting the second current and the 
third current through a second load device to pro 
duce a second output voltage. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein step (a) includes 
producing the bias voltage by forcing a bias current 
through a number of series-connected PN junctions 
equal to a number of PN junctions through which the 
first current flows as it flows through the first transistor 
and the first current mirror circuit. 

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the first and 
second input currents are equal and opposite incremen 
tal input currents, the method including forcing the first 
and second input currents to flow through first and 
second isolation capacitors into the control inputs of the 
first and second current mirror circuits, respectively. 
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